For the bilinear Hilbert transform given by H f g(x) = p. v.
We announce a partial resolution to long standing conjectures concerning the operator known as the bilinear Hilbert transform, de ned as follows H fg(x) = lim !0 Z jyj> f(x ? y)g(x + y) dy y : This operation is initially de ned only for certain functions f and g, for instance those in the Schwartz class on R. The conjectures concern the extension of H to a bounded operator on L p spaces. We have proved Theorem 1 H extends to a bounded operator on L p 1 L p 2 into L p 3 , provided 2 < p 1 ; p 2 < 1 and 1 < p 3 < 2, where 1=p 3 = 1=p 1 + 1=p 2 .
received two proofs, with the alternative proof provided by C. Fe erman 3]. These proofs have provided us with ingenious and complementary methods of time frequency analysis. A similar analysis seems necessary to understand H, and so our proof entails signi cant aspects of both Carleson and Fe erman's proofs. We give a description of our proof, with details presented in their most concrete form. Complete proofs, which will appear in 6], require de nitions and constructions somewhat more general than those presented here.
The bilinear Hilbert transform must be broken into scales and the frequency behavior of each scale understood. Hence we replace the kernel 1=y with P Therefore, if g is supported in frequency on the interval n2 j ; (n+1)2 j ], then H j fg(x) acts on the inverse Fourier transform off( )1 (n + 1=2)2 j ; (n + 3)2 j ]( ), and is supported in frequency on the interval (2n + 1=2)2 j ; (2n + 4)2 j ]. The di ering rates of translation make these three intervals distinct.
It is important to note that the location of the intervals is arbitrary, and therefore, for all j and j 0 , the inner product of H j fg and H j 0 fg need not tend to zero as jj ?j 0 j tends to in nity. kf j k r j gj K: (1) for some constant K. But this inequality implies the weak type result because F commutes with dilations by powers of 2, and so it su ces to establish this last inequality. These observations are useful since some of our estimates begin to break down on exceptional sets of small measure. Due the localization of F t in the time variable, and that we only aim for a distributional inequality, we can delete tiles t whose time coordinate falls in a set of bounded measure. The combinatorics of the time frequency plane enter in by way of the partial order on the tiles given by t < t 0 if I t I t 0 and ! ! 0 . Note that t and t 0 are not comparable with respect to < if and only if t \ t 0 = ;. Being disjoint suggests orthogonality for the functions tj and t 0 j 0 , the dominant theme of the Lemmas we state below.
Call a collection of tiles T a Carleson{Fe erman (CF) set with top q if t < q for all t 2 T. Thus ! q \ ! t 6 = ; for t 2 T. Call T a j{CF set if T is a CF{set for which the intervals ! tj intersect for all t 2 T. Notice (2) Notice that the last two square functions are Littlewood{Paley g{functions, albeit conjugated by an exponential to account for the location of the CF set in frequency.
This estimate forms the motivation for the Lemma below, which formalizes a decomposition of the set of tiles that is fundamental to our argument. The collection S n;i;j is a union of disjoint i{CF sets T q with tops q 2 S n;i;j , and X t2Tq F t (x) 2 ?n(1=r? ) for all x, q 2 S n;i;j . (5) Here, recall that 1=r = P i 1=r i , which can be taken arbitrairly close to 1. And, most signi cantly, for t = min i fp i =2g ? , kN n;i;j k t = X q2S n;i;j 1 Iq t K2 n(1=t+K ) : (6) With the Lemma in place, we estimate The last sum is nite as r is arbitrairly close to one, while t + = minfp i =2g > 1 is a xed distance from one. Therefore, with (4), (1) holds.
We cannot give the complete construction of the S n;i;j , but rather the initial steps, in which the nearly orthogonal classes of ti are identi ed. First we make an important comparison to a maximal function. If T q is an i{CF set with top q, we have for j 6 = i, ( 
and for any i{CF set T q S r with top q, (T q ; j) 2 ?n=r j +2 , for j 6 = i. As the same inequality applies to each sub{CF set of T, we conclude that We de ne S n;1;1 to be the set of maximal tiles q with jhf 1 ; q;1 ij 2 ?n=r 1 ?1 q jI q j, and take S n;1;1 to consist of all tiles t so that t1 < q for some q 2 S n;1;1 . These tiles are removed, and then S n;i;i is de ned similarly for i = 2; 3. After the deletion of the tiles D 0 = S 3 i=1 S n;i;i , we have jhf i ; ti ij 2 ?n=r i ?1 q jI t j for all tiles t 2 S r 0 = S r nD 0 . The set S n;1;2 has a slightly di erent construction. Consider 1{CF sets T q S r 0 with top q so that (T; 2) 2 ?n=r 2 +1 . We take T q to be the maximal 1{CF set with this property. Let q(1) be such a top, which is maximal with respect to <, and in addition supf j 2 ! q g is maximal. Remove the tiles T q (1) , and repeat this procedure to de ne T q(2) and so on. S n;1;2 is then S`T q(`) and S n;1;2 = fq(`) j` 1g. Observe that for any 1{CF set T S r 0 nS n;1;2 , we have (T; 2) 2 ?n=r 2 +1 . These procedures are repeated inductively to de ne the S n;i;j for all n; i; j.
With the construction above it is elementary to check that these properties hold. jhf i ; qi ij q jI q j 2 ?n=r i ?1 ; q 2 S n;i;i ;
And in the case of i 6 = j, the collection S n;i;j is a union of disjoint i{CF sets T q , with q 2 S n;i;j , for which jhf i ; tj ij q jI t j 2 ?n=r i ?1 ; t 2 T q and (T q ; j) 2 ?n=r j +1 :
These last two bounds di er by a factor of 4, which is relevant below. See the comments concerning the minimal tiles immediately following Lemma 14 below. To achieve (5) one must delete some tiles t, using (2), the upper bounds (7) and (8) and the control on the number of trees given in (6) . The essence of the matter lies in the control of the number of CF{sets, that is in the veri cation of (6), which relies upon the inequalities in the previous paragraph and the Lemmas below which address the issue of almost orthogonality.
Let us consider S n;1;1 say. The tiles S n;1;1 are maximal and therefore pairwise disjoint, which suggest weak orthogonality for the collection of functions f q;1 j q 2 S n;1;1 g. If they were in fact orthogonal, Bessel's inequality and (9) implies X q2S n;1;1 jI q j 2 2n=r i +2 X q2S n;1;1 jhf 1 ; q1 ij 2 A further combinatorial lemma asserts that if the tiles fti j t 2 S 0 g are merely disjoint, then after deleting tiles t for which I t falls in an exceptional set of small measure, S 0 is a union of O(A 3 ) collections of tiles S which satisfy the stronger disjointness condition (13).
The previous lemma is essential in obtaining (6) for the classes S n;i;i . A corresponding Lemma is necessary for the S n;i;j , with i 6 = j, with (10) replacing the role of (9). That is the \large" CF sets play the role of the \large" tiles. It is Lemma 14 For n 1 there are constants K and K n so that the following holds for all A 1. Let S be a union of j{CF sets T q with tops q 2 S . Suppose that AI t I q for all t 2 T q and q 2 S and for t 2 T q , q 2 S and i 6 = j xed, if ! ti 6 = ! si for some s 2 S, then I q \ I s = ;. Notice that in a j{CF set T q , the tiles f! ti j t 2 T q g are pairwise disjoint. Thus (15) is stronger than merely asserting that the tiles f! ti j t 2 Tg are pairwise disjoint. With the construction of the S n;i;j , for i 6 = j, given above, (15) is true after deleting the minimal tiles S min n;i;j in S n;i;j . The minimal tiles are controlled with the rst half of (10) and the observation that P s2S min n;i;j 1 Is (x) N n;i;j (x) for all x. 
